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7 Oldfield Road, Renwick, NSW 2575

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 576 m2 Type: House
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Defined by a striking façade of symmetry and style, this gorgeous home epitomises refined, low maintenance living over a

gloriously light-filled single level. Designed to reflect a sleek, modern aesthetic, the interiors are a showcase of clean lines

and supreme functionality that promote indoor/outdoor connection, while also celebrating master-built quality finishes.

Occupying a 576sqm parcel that enjoys a sunny north to rear aspect, you can be assured your every need will be met with

ease here. - Boasting a stunning modernistic façade, and showcasing ultra-stylish appointments throughout - Each of the

living zones and two of the bedrooms enjoy a direct connection to the outdoors- Striking low set cabinetry, a bespoke

breakfast island, stone benchtops and a subway splashback feature in the gas kitchen- Oversized master bedroom with a

walk-in robe is complemented by three additional bedrooms with built-ins- A mosaic tiled wall features in each of the chic

bathrooms, with the three-way main also boasting a luxurious tub- Covered alfresco patio is a natural extension of the

main living area, making it ideal for relaxed entertaining- Extremely easy-care gardens embrace the home, with a

picturesque mountain view from the rear- Added features include ducted heating/cooling, water tank, and a double

garage with internal entryThe enviable lifestyle this home provides, along with its proximity to Mittagong's leisure and

lifestyle hub and the Hume Motorway, is sure to be of great appeal. For more information, please contact Monique Phillips

on 0408 405 194.Disclaimer: While we make every effort to ensure that the information we provide is correct and

up-to-date, we do not warrant its accuracy or reliability. Interested parties should exercise their own independent skill

and judgement before they rely on it. In any important matter, you should seek professional advice relevant to your own

circumstances. Interested parties should rely on their own enquiries.


